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Abstract

With the recent rise of the Internet of Things the prevalence of mobile sensors in our
daily life experienced a huge surge. Mobile crowdsensing (MCS) is a new emerging
paradigm that realizes the utility and ubiquity of smartphones and more precisely their
incorporated smart sensors. By using the mobile phones and data of ordinary citizens,
many problems have to be solved when designing an MCS-application. What data is
needed in order to obtain the wanted results? Should the calculations be executed
locally or on a server? How can the quality of data be improved? How can the
data best be evaluated? These problems are addressed by the design of a streamlined
approach of how to create an MCS-application while having all these problems in mind.
In order to design this approach, an exhaustive literature research on existing MCS-
applications was done and to validate this approach a new application was designed
with its help. The procedure of designing and implementing this application went
smoothly and thus shows the applicability of the approach.
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1 Introduction

With the recent rise of the Internet of Things the prevalence of mobile sensors in
our daily life experienced a huge surge. Inspired by this trend mobile crowdsensing
(MCS) [39] is proposed in order to realize a cheaper and more flexible data acquisition
and analysis than with traditional sensor networks [69]. Guo et al. [46] define MCS as
follows: "A new sensing paradigm that empowers ordinary citizens to contribute data
sensed or generated from their mobile devices and aggregates and fuses the data in the
cloud for crowd intelligence extraction and human-centric service delivery." In other
words MCS tackles specific problems by utilizing large groups of individuals. These
individuals each have a mobile device with the problem specific sensors (e.g., GPS,
accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer) and are tasked with executing
some simple sensing tasks. The di�erent habits of the participating individuals cause
heterogeneity in the data and the "mobile"-aspect of the participants requires the data
coverage and the data quality to be controlled.

An example for the application of MCS is tra�c monitoring. The intuitive way of
monitoring the tra�c would be the installation of tra�c monitoring cameras or some-
thing similar. But this approach would require a lot of money investment in these
cameras. With the help of MCS this task can be done way cheaper and easier, all
that is needed are participants that are willing to share their GPS (Global Positioning
System) data while driving in a car. If a lot of participants in close proximity are only
advancing slowly, the possibility of a tra�c jam in this region is high.

Designing an MCS-application is no easy task and comes with many di�culties. The
first problem to consider is what sensor data is necessary to achieve the wanted result.
As the participants of such an application are in most cases volunteers sensing with
their own mobile phone, it is advisable to keep the used sensors to a minimum. More
sensors used mean a higher resource cost for the participant and a higher variety of
data which can possibly lead to concerns regarding the data privacy of the participants.
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1 Introduction

The next problem stems from the question "Should the calculations be executed locally
or after an upload on the server?", the choice of the processing device. This problem
can be boiled down to pretty similar considerations as the previous one. More local
calculations lead to a higher resource cost for the participant, but more server-side
calculations expose more data privacy issues as the raw data is uploaded and at the
same time it also increases the network requirements. These conflicting points lead to
no clear solution and instead require a consideration between the trade-o�s each time.
The next problem concerns the nature of crowdsensed data itself. MCS provides the
opportunity to sense data at all times and at all places which leads to huge amounts
of data. But all the sensing occurs in completely unsupervised environments which
means that a sizeable amount of this data is probably due to unforeseen circumstances
faulty or even missing. There is a multitude of possible approaches to this problem but
the decision how to best solve it in a specific case can be highly complex. After these
fundamental decisions have been made the last problem is finally how to evaluate the
data in order to get the wanted results. This problem is extremely application specific
which is why there is no universal answer to this problem.

These problems can be summarized in the following problem statements:

• What data is needed in order to obtain the wanted results?

• Where should the calculations be executed?

• How can the quality of data be improved?

• How can the data best be evaluated?

In order to tackle these questions an exhaustive literature research in the form of a
systematic review is made in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, the knowledge gained from this
research is used to create a problem approach in the form of a step-by-step guide for
how to develop an MCS-application. To validate this approach it is then applied in
Chapter 4. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes this work.
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2 Handling Sensor Data in the

Context of Mobile Crowdsensing

This chapter focuses on already existing literature on the topic of mobile crowdsensing.
First it is explained how the research is conducted and what criteria papers need to
fulfill in order to be valid for this work. Then the papers are exhaustively studied and all
relevant information are extracted. And after that some advanced data management
techniques for MCS are presented.

2.1 Methodology

The sources for papers describing MCS-applications were selected in the manner of
a systematic review [118], based on the PRISMA Statement [85]. The evaluation of
these papers can be seen in Section 2.2.

The main research questions are:

• What are goals for MCS-applications?

• Which sensors are MCS-applications utilizing and how?

• What time constraints do MCS-applications have?

• On which processing device are MCS-applications performing their calculations?

• How are MCS-applications evaluated?

• How can the findings of the paper be best presented?

In order to fulfill these research questions the following inclusion criteria (IC) are
defined.
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2 Handling Sensor Data in the Context of Mobile Crowdsensing

• IC1: Any paper explaining its own MCS-application.

• IC2: Any paper explaining systems using one or more mobile devices as sensors.

Furthermore the following exclusion criteria (EC) are used to further enhance the
applicability and quality of the chosen papers:

• EC1: Systems not using any mobile sensors.

• EC2: Systems not describing how the data is sensed.

• EC3: Any paper older than 2007.

• EC4: Articles without full (English) text availability.

• EC5: Evaluation methods need to be applicable to MCS-sensed data.

• EC6: Any not peer reviewed paper.

In order to get papers fulfilling all these criteria the following search strategy is used on
multiple scientific databases (ACM Digital Library [1], IEEE Xplore [51], PubMed [96]):

Abstract : (crowdsens
ú)AND(AllF ield : (application)ORAllF ield : (app))

(2.1)
A word beginning with crowdsens has to be in the abstract or title and anywhere in
the paper the word application or app needs to occur, additionally a filter is applied
showing only papers submitted from 2007 and onwards.

This returns 641 possible papers. After adding 31 additional papers through manual
search and removing all duplicate results 661 papers remain. These papers are screened
by their abstract and title in order to eliminate papers that are not relevant for this
study. After screening only 172 papers remain and these are further filtered by their
inclusion and exclusion criteria after screening the full text of the paper, leaving 117
papers (see Figure 2.1).

Independent from the systematic review, in Section 2.3 some papers are chosen to
further explore techniques for the management of data in the context of MCS.
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2 Handling Sensor Data in the Context of Mobile Crowdsensing

Figure 2.1: PRISMA [85] flow diagram of studies’ screening and selection

2.2 MCS Applications - Systematic Research

This section extracts the data of the previously selected papers and compares them in
regards to the following criteria:

• Goals: The goals and subgoals the paper fulfills.

• Sensor utilization: Which sensors are utilized in the paper and how/in which
way/for what purpose are they used (e.g., GPS used for localization or to mea-
sure the electron density in the atmosphere).

• Quality assurance: Which methods have been implemented in order to assure
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2 Handling Sensor Data in the Context of Mobile Crowdsensing

the quality of information.

• Time constraint: Have there been any time constraints on the evaluation of the
data in this paper (i.e., were the results needed in (near) real-time?)?

• Processing device: What parts of the data processing were done on which device
and why (e.g., smartphone, server)?

• Evaluation method: What methods were used in order to evaluate the data?
(e.g., machine learning techniques)

• Reporting metric: How were the results of the paper presented (e.g., accuracy)?

Please note that not necessarily all applicable papers are mentioned in the citations in
order to improve the readability of the text. The full list of aspects each paper fulfills
can be found in Appendix A in Table A.3 - A.11.

2.2.1 Goals

This subsection compares the di�erent goals and subgoals of the papers. Subgoals
are smaller goals the paper accomplishes (e.g., map matching or location match-
ing) and goals are used as a broader term that encompasses multiple subgoals (e.g.,
localization). An arbitrary number of goals and subgoals can be achieved by each pa-
per. For reasons of clarity and comprehensibility the papers are in this section further
divided by their specific application area.

The first area, Urban Sensing, comprises technologies to sense and obtain data about
physical areas and objects in urban spaces and how humans interact with them. This
includes techniques to analyze the public infrastructure like roads [131, 49, 86] or the
WiFi density of a city [37], the waiting time for specific services [148, 147, 13] and
other specific applications like an online reposting system for fliers [45].

The next area, Indoor Localization, focuses on localization techniques for indoor
environments. This is a non-trivial problem as normal localization techniques have
many problems due to sensor inaccuracies within buildings leading to imprecise data.
Indoor localization techniques includes localization on an indoor map [101, 146], the
reconstruction of indoor maps [40, 19, 146], or other applications like generating a
map of the WiFi coverage of a floor [100] and collecting fingerprints of a specific
location [138].
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2 Handling Sensor Data in the Context of Mobile Crowdsensing

The third area encompasses technologies regarding Environmental Monitoring. En-
vironmental Monitoring is normally done by using Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN),
but the installation and maintenance of these is expensive and thus MCS is often
used to circumvent these costs. These applications can range from analysing nightlife
behaviour of participants [108], detecting beautiful places in the city [78], and even
measuring the electron count in the ionosphere [88].

The last area, Social, Security and Healthcare (SSH), includes all applications
regarding the physical and mental well-being of participants [95, 48], as well as appli-
cations for disaster relief [21, 123], detecting diseases [68, 31], help to observe huge
crowds [132, 15, 137], letting people report events they witness [84], or determining
the relationship between two people [28].

The number of papers per area can be seen in Table 2.1 and common goals of MCS-
applications can be seen in Table 2.2. Furthermore in Table A.1 in Appendix A all
papers can be found with their appropriate area.

Urban Indoor Environment SSH

Papers per area 51 (44%) 16 (14%) 19 (16%) 31 (26%)

Table 2.1: This table shows the 117 studies included in this research by their catego-
rized area. Urban, Indoor, Environment, and SSH are used as abbrevi-
ations for the areas Urban Sensing, Indoor Localization, Environmen-

tal Monitoring, and Social, Security, and Healthcare. The number in
brackets denounces the percentage of papers in that area compared to the
overall number of considered papers.

Urban Sensing: The most common goal in urban sensing techniques is localization.
Map matching [131, 49, 86] matches the current position to a road on existing maps.
In some cases the number of possible routes can be restricted in order to have more
options to achieve this goal. One specific example case can be route matching [148],
where a list of possible routes is known. Another subgoal is simply obtaining the
position of the user, location matching [37, 13, 147]. This knowledge can be used to
extract features at a given location [49] or to get the time spent at location [147].

Another common goal is street observation. This includes everything relating to roads
like inferring new roads [131], intersection classification [49], detecting tra�c anoma-
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2 Handling Sensor Data in the Context of Mobile Crowdsensing

Urban Indoor Environment SSH

Localization 49 (96%) 16 (100%) 15 (79%) 22 (71%)
Street Observation 22 (43%) 0 (0%) 1 (5%) 0 (0%)
Activity Recognition 16 (31%) 4 (25%) 1 (5%) 6 (19%)
Image Analysis 9 (18%) 3 (19%) 6 (32%) 4 (13%)
Map Generation 14 (27%) 7 (43%) 4 (21%) 1 (3%)
Sound Analysis 5 (10%) 0 (0%) 3 (16%) 4 (13%)
Air Pollution 2 (4%) 0 (0%) 7 (37%) 0 (0%)
Data Collection 2 (4%) 0 (0%) 3 (16%) 9 (29%)

Table 2.2: This table shows the goals of the papers by their categorized area. Urban,
Indoor, Environment, and SSH are used as abbreviations for the areas
Urban Sensing, Indoor Localization, Environmental Monitoring, and
Social, Security, and Healthcare. The number in brackets denounces
the percentage of papers in that area achieving this goal. The di�erent
ways localization was achieved can be seen in Table 2.3 below and further
common goals can be seen in Table A.2 in the Appendix A.

lies [86], determine parking spaces [27, 133, 20], and road surface monitoring [6,
114].

One of the many uses of recognition is to reduce the amount of false data (i.e., sensing
data at wrong moments). Therefore activity recognition [13, 148] can be done, this is
sometimes aided by the use of sound recognition [148]. Activity recognition is often
done to help achieve other subgoals like road surface monitoring [6, 114] or turn
detection [17].

Urban Indoor Environment SSH

Location Matching 46 (90%) 3 (19%) 14 (74%) 20 (64%)
Fingerprinting 13 (25%) 13 (81%) 1 (5%) 2 (6%)
Tracking 4 (8%) 8 (50%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Event Detection 4 (8%) 1 (6%) 5 (26%) 6 (19%)

Table 2.3: This table shows in which way the papers used localization, categorized
by their area. Urban, Indoor, Environment, and SSH are used as ab-
breviations for the areas Urban Sensing, Indoor Localization, Environ-

mental Monitoring, and Social, Security, and Healthcare. The num-
ber in brackets denounces the percentage of papers in that area achieving
localization in that way.
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2 Handling Sensor Data in the Context of Mobile Crowdsensing

Time prediction is also often done in order to give an estimated time to enhance
the user-experience. This can be done by predicting the arrival time, arrival time
prediction [148], or the waiting time, waiting time prediction [147, 13], of specific
services.

Many urban sensing applications aim to achieve map generation. These to be gen-
erated maps can range from WiFi coverage maps [37, 117, 64, 135] over cellular
coverage maps [128, 38] to maps highlighting the state of the road surface [6, 114]
and free parking spaces on streets [27].

Other less common subgoals of urban sensing contain determine photo quality [45],
photo tagging [45], and photo grouping [45]. A common type of collected data is
GPS traces and splitting GPS traces [49, 86] is sometimes done in order to analyze
the data for specific information.

Indoor Localization: Again, the biggest goal in indoor localization is localization.
As the usage of GPS in an indoor environment is very error-prone, a common way to
achieve this goal is by using fingerprinting. Fingerprinting obtains the users current
location by comparing current sensor readings with previously recorded sensor readings
with a corresponding location. This can be done by either WiFi-fingerprinting [101,
100], where a list of WAPs (Wireless Access Points) and their location is stored, or
Magnetic-fingerprinting [146], where the user needs to walk a bit in order to get the
location as the magnetic fingerprints is just a 3D vector and thus needs a temporal
dimension. Another way of achieving the goal is by using tracking [101, 100, 40, 19,
146, 90, 57, 60] using the accelerometer, gyroscope and sometimes magnetome-
ter to track the movement patterns of the user. One of these tracking-techniques is
Pedestrian Dead Reckoning (PDR) [101, 100]. PDR tracks the users movement by
knowing the starting location and estimating the travelled distance and direction. As
PDR continuously estimates an estimation error accumulates over time and thus a
combination of PDR and another indoor localization technique proves very beneficial.
Simple location matching [19] is also done in order to detect the rough location.

Map generation is another common goal of indoor localization. Reconstructing a floor
plan [40, 19, 146] tries to build a map of an indoor floor by using a PDR similar ap-
proach [146], estimating the travelled distance and direction, or by letting participants
record videos or photos of the environment, which are used for extracting information
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2 Handling Sensor Data in the Context of Mobile Crowdsensing

from picture [40, 19] and picture concatenation [40], connect the adjoining wall seg-
ments of photos into continuous boundaries in order to obtain hallway connectivity,
orientation and room sizes. Some MCS-applications also aim to map WiFi coverage
of an indoor floor [100].

Other indoor localization subgoals are navigation [146, 90], navigating in an indoor
environment, activity recognition [101, 100], fingerprint collection [138], and QR code
forgery detection [138].

Environmental Monitoring: Localization is also the most common goal in envi-
ronmental monitoring, but most localization-tasks in this area are pretty simple, like
location matching [11, 26, 77, 62] is su�cient as only the location of the user is
needed and event detection [78, 67, 140, 79], detecting the location of a physical
event (e.g., flowering cherry blossoms).

Detecting air pollution is one of the biggest challenges in environmental monitoring,
as normal mobile phones usually do not have the necessary sensors to tackle this prob-
lem. Most applications dealing with this problem have an external mobile sensor that
connects to measure the necessary data [67, 11, 62, 97, 134], but some applications
try to deal with this by analysing images in order to detect pollution in the air [47,
66].

Image analysis is not only used to help with the detection of air pollution, but also for
other purposes, like analyze the brightness level of a video [108], analyze the loudness
level of a video [108], or simply extracting information from picture [78, 47, 26, 66]
in order to detect a specific feature in the photos.

Other subgoals include conduct a questionnaire [108], detect point of interest [78],
expand area of interest [78], location matching [78], and measure electron count in
ionosphere [88].

Social, Security, and Healthcare (SSH): As in all other areas localization is the
most common goal in SSH applications. Location matching [48, 28, 84, 132, 31,
50] is often required to simply get the current location of the participant. In some
cases no exact location is needed, but just the knowledge if the participant is within a
certain area is enough, which is called geofencing [15]. Also, other event detection [84,
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2 Handling Sensor Data in the Context of Mobile Crowdsensing

68, 21, 123, 34, 56] methods like swipe localization [84], where multiple participants
indicate a direction in which an event is taking place, are often executed.

The second most frequent goal in SSH applications is data collection. This goal is
rather simple but can be achieved by many di�erent methods like conduct a question-
naire [95, 104] or simply data collection [95, 9, 104]

Other subgoals of this area include activity recognition [48, 15], detect nearby peo-
ple [28], infer relationship [28], determine swipe direction [84], detect nearby Bluetooth
devices [132], and estimate crowd density [132].

2.2.2 Sensor Utilization

Before explaining how the sensors are used in MCS-applications the sensors are first
introduced.

Sensor Introduction: Nowadays mobile phones are equipped with a multitude of
sensors which can be used in order to sense all kinds of data. Most currently available
mobile phones come with GPS, gyroscope, accelerometer, magnetometer, cam-
era, microphone, fingerprint, barometer, ambient light, and touchscreen [72].

The GPS [74] sensor sends signals to satellites in order to know its current distance to
multiple satellites. This distance is used to calculate the exact location of the device
in the form of longitude, latitude, and altitude. The gyroscope [126] measures the
angular velocity around the three axis within a local coordinate system defined by the
device. In a similar fashion the accelerometer [124] measures the acceleration along
the three axis within a local coordinate system. The magnetometer [127] measures
the strength of the magnetic field around the phone by recording the magnetic field
values about the corresponding phone axis. This information can be used to obtain
the phones absolute direction related to the earths geomagnetic field and thus this
sensor can function as a compass. The camera can be used to take photos or videos
and the microphone is necessary to record sounds. The fingerprint [72] sensor is a
type of biometric recognition system and is used to identify the user. Changes in the
atmospheric pressure in the surroundings are detected by the barometer [72]. The
ambient light [125] sensor detects the illuminance, current ambient light level around
the phone, in lux. Even the touchscreen [72] of a phone is a sensor in itself and most
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2 Handling Sensor Data in the Context of Mobile Crowdsensing

touchscreens distinguish between three types of input, namely tapping (clicking any
location on the screen), multitouch (clicking multiple locations on the screen at once),
and gesture (drawing a certain pattern on the touchscreen).

Sensor Application: The GPS sensor can be used for map matching [131, 49, 86]
and location matching [147, 37, 19, 78, 48, 84, 132], but simply using GPS can have
errors if the exact location is relevant and thus [147] proposed a possible solution by
using the center of consecutive GPS readings. In order to measure electron count in
ionosphere [88] dual-frequency GPS can be used. For this, GPS signals are sent
on two di�erent frequencies to the receiver and the delay between the arrival of these
two signals can be used to calculate the electron count.

Another option used for location matching [13] is the usage of WiFi to detect WAP-
locations or directly detecting a specific WAP. The WiFi sensor can also be used for
detecting WiFi density [37], getting the currently detected WAPs, for route match-
ing [148], which fingerprints cell tower IDs, and for normal WiFi-fingerprinting [101,
100], associating a list of WAPs with a specific location and using this for localization.
GPS and WiFi can also be used together for location matching [28] or geofencing [15]
to achieve even more accurate results.

The magnetometer can be used for Magnetic-fingerprinting [146], which works just
like the WiFi equivalent with the one exception that a temporal dimension is needed,
i.e., the participant needs to walk the path for a little while in order to get the location.
WiFi and the magnetometer can also be combined to form a combined fingerprint
for fingerprint collection [138].

Activity recognition is most often done by using the accelerometer [148, 13, 100, 48,
15], and this can be aided by utilizing the microphone for sound recognition [148].
Another way to use the accelerometer is to determine the tilt angle of the phone, this
information combined with the magnetometer can be used for swipe localization [84].

A multitude of sensors can be used for movement tracking. With just the gyroscope
it can be detected if the participant makes a turn [146]. Accelerometer and gyro-
scope can be used together to measure distances and orientation between start and
finish [40]. Accelerometer, magnetometer and optionally gyroscope can all be
utilized together for PDR [101, 100].

Other sometimes used sensors are the power sensor to detect whether a phone is
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2 Handling Sensor Data in the Context of Mobile Crowdsensing

charging [49], the camera can be used to make photos [45, 40] and videos [19, 108,
78], the microphone can record ambient sound [95], Bluetooth can detect nearby
Bluetooth devices [132], and a combination of the accelerometer, the magnetome-
ter and the ambient light sensor can be used to determine photo quality [45].

2.2.3 Quality Assurance

In order to lessen the impact of outliers on the data, the accumulated data from all
participants can be aggregated [19, 84], averaged [147], or clustered [131, 49]. These
clusters can then be used for further computations like automatically assigning the
best possible parameters [49].

This also applies to all cases of fingerprinting [101, 100, 146, 138], the more partic-
ipants upload their data the better the fingerprints in the dataset get and the e�ect
of outliers can be further reduced. This can be improved even further by choosing
multiple representatives for the fingerprints by using e.g., a�nity propagation [146].
Localization tasks can in most cases minimize localization errors by using multiple
localization techniques (e.g., GPS and fingerprinting) at the same time [100, 15].
Complex localization tasks, like PDR [100], can be aided even further. Previous
knowledge of the map or activity recognition can provide the opportunity to limit the
error accumulation caused by noisy sensors.

In order to avoid false data, activity recognition can be done to detect if the participants
are doing the to be detected activity (e.g., standing in line) [148, 13]. A simple way
to be able to retrace possible errors is by documenting the GPS-location error [37]. If
participants are supposed to execute tasks at specific locations the current detected
fingerprint can be compared to by other participants previously detected fingerprint
at the same location [138] as GPS-spoofing can be easily done. If Bluetooth devices
in the vicinity should be detected [132] the signal strength can also be considered in
order to better be able to extrapolate the number of devices in a bigger area than the
sensor can detect. To reduce the noise of sensors a median filter [48] can be applied
to the sensor readings.

Manual confirmation of the participant [19, 84] can also be a good way to confirm
the correctness of the data. Moreover, not all papers mentioned any steps taken in
order to account for data quality [86, 45, 40, 108, 78, 95, 28].
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2 Handling Sensor Data in the Context of Mobile Crowdsensing

2.2.4 Time Constraint

Most MCS-applications have no time constraints [49, 147, 45, 37, 100, 40, 19, 138]
as they are used to gather non-time sensitive information, e.g., to update maps or get
information just for data analysis reasons.

Other MCS-applications aim to relay the gathered information, e.g., estimated current
waiting times, as fast as possible to the participants [148, 13, 78, 48, 15].

Many MCS-applications have a combination of real-time components and non-time
sensitive components [131, 86, 101, 146]. In these cases the reason for the time
constraints of the specific components is in most cases the same as mentioned above,
a non-time sensitive information is required in order to further process the time sensitive
information, e.g., calculating the typical routing behaviour in order to detect anomalies
in real-time [86]. In the case of GROPING [146], the non-time sensitive component
is an update to the fingerprint map, this is at first time-sensitive as the fingerprint
database needs to first be filled to execute the other components, but later on it is
not important how quick this database is updated with newer fingerprints. In order to
enable real-time calculation, CrowdAtlas [131] omits the clustering step in their phone
application.

Table 2.4 shows the time constraints per area. It can be seen that most applications
either have no time constraint at all or only some components are time relevant.
Only about 20% of all the considered papers present their application as completely
real-time dependant.

Urban Indoor Environment SSH

Real-Time 10 (20%) 1 (6%) 4 (21%) 10 (32%)
No Time Constraint 25 (49%) 10 (62%) 10 (53%) 15 (48%)
Mixed 16 (31%) 5 (31%) 5 (26%) 6 (19%)

Table 2.4: This table shows the time constraints of the applications, categorized by
their area. Urban, Indoor, Environment, and SSH are used as abbrevi-
ations for the areas Urban Sensing, Indoor Localization, Environmen-

tal Monitoring, and Social, Security, and Healthcare. The number in
brackets denounces the percentage of papers in that area with the corre-
sponding time constraint.
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2 Handling Sensor Data in the Context of Mobile Crowdsensing

2.2.5 Processing Device

The choice of the processing device is a really important decision and the choice made
in the reviewed papers are highlighted here. The one thing all applications have in
common however, is that the sensing of data is in always done by the phone or external
sensors connected to the phone.

Most applications [131, 49, 86, 148, 13, 101, 19] preprocess the data locally on the
phone in order to lessen the amount of data that needs to be uploaded and in order
to lessen the burden on the participants phones, in cases where data transfer can
be avoided at all calculations can be executed on locally if avoiding data transfer is
a higher priority than avoiding computations. These preprocessing and calculations
subgoals can include route matching [148], splitting GPS traces [49, 86], sound recog-
nition [148], conduct a questionnaire [95, 108], record ambient sound [95], determine
swipe direction [84], and detect nearby Bluetooth devices [132].

The server executed calculations are usually the more expensive calculations and can
include detecting tra�c anomalies [86], arrival time prediction [148], time spent at
location [147], waiting time prediction [147, 13], determine photo quality [45], photo
tagging [45], photo grouping [45], detecting WiFi density [37], reconstructing a floor
plan [40, 19, 146], picture concatenation [40], map WiFi coverage of an indoor
floor [100], navigation [146], QR code forgery detection [138], analyze the bright-
ness level of a video [108], analyze the loudness level of a video [108], detect point of
interest [78], expand area of interest [78], measure electron count in ionosphere [88],
swipe localization [84], detect nearby people [28], and estimate crowd density [132].

Multiple subgoals are often executed on either the phone or the server. These include
map matching [131, 49, 86], location matching [37, 13, 147, 19, 78, 48, 28, 84,
132], inferring new roads [131], extract features at a given location [49], extracting
information from picture [40, 19, 78], intersection classification [49], activity recogni-
tion [13, 148, 101, 100, 48, 15], fingerprinting [101, 100, 146, 138], PDR [101, 100],
and geofencing [15]. Especially activity recognition [13, 148, 101, 100, 48, 15] is most
of the time executed in order to check for prerequisites for the sensing of data (e.g.,
standing in line) and thus often done locally.

Table 2.5 shows an overview of the processing devices per area and surprisingly about
50% of the regarded MCS-applications have done no local preprocessing before up-
loading the data to the server. This is often the case when the main purpose of the
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application is data collection [145, 10] as that goal needs no processing, or a goal of
the application is to not impede with the normal usage of the phone and thus not
requiring many computational resources [100, 40, 146].

CrowdAtlas [131] uses an interesting hybrid concept where, in addition to the process-
ing on the server after uploading the preprocessed data, all calculations can be done
locally on the phone with less accuracy in order to enable real-time calculations. In
addition, SmartRoad [49] tested di�erent data aggregation schemes where they dif-
fer between calculations done locally on the phone and calculations of the aggregated
data on the server. The findings were as expected, the earlier the data was aggregated
(i.e., uploaded to the server) the better the results.

Urban Indoor Environment SSH

Local Preprocess 28 (55%) 7 (44%) 8 (42%) 15 (48%)
Direct Upload 23 (45%) 9 (56%) 11 (58%) 16 (52%)

Table 2.5: This table shows the processing device of the applications, categorized by
their area. Urban, Indoor, Environment, and SSH are used as abbrevi-
ations for the areas Urban Sensing, Indoor Localization, Environmen-

tal Monitoring, and Social, Security, and Healthcare. The number in
brackets denounces the percentage of papers in that area with the corre-
sponding processing device.

2.2.6 Evaluation Method

The collected data needs to be processed di�erently depending on the to be achieved
goals and subgoals of the application. Due to the broad field of application of MCS a
huge variety of techniques are utilized in MCS-applications.

One very commonly needed technique is classification. Classification techniques have
multiple outcome sets and matches a new observation in the set it belongs to, e.g.,
deciding whether something is large or small. More complex classification tasks (e.g.,
intersection classification [49], photo tagging [45], infer relationship [28], . . .) are of-
ten done by using existing machine learning techniques (Random Forest, AdaBoost,
Support Vector Machine, . . .). The less complex tasks can often be achieved without
the use of machine learning and using a simple algorithm to evaluate sensor data.
For activity recognition [148, 13, 101, 100, 48, 15] it is often enough to analyze the
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accelerometer readings to discern between very few di�erent cases, like walking vs.
idle or steady motion vs. unsteady motion, and this can be easily done by simple
algorithms like Signal Magnitude Area or Signal Magnitude Vector. Sound recogni-
tion [148] is in this regard very similar to activity recognition with the one exception
that the per microphone recorded sound needs to be converted into frequency first,
this can be done by Fast Fourier transform. If the recorded data can vary slightly each
time a top-k matching algorithm, like Smith-Waterman algorithm, proves also very
helpful when making classifications, e.g., route matching [148].

Another often needed function in MCS-applications is clustering, the ability to group
multiple similar objects with each other. A pretty standard use of clustering can be
seen when inferring new roads [131]. This works by gathering multiple GPS-locations
and clustering them according to Single-Linkage clustering, a hierarchical clustering
approach that clusters the data points closest to each other. In order to remove
duplicate images clustering can also be used for photo grouping [45], a widely used
way to achieve this is by retrieving near duplicate images via Scale-invariant feature
transform.

MCS-applications frequently ask the user to record photos or videos and therefore
techniques for image analysis are needed. Analyzing these kinds of data often tends
to be a fairly complex problem, e.g., extracting information from picture [40, 19, 78],
but thankfully there is already a huge amount of existing computer vision techniques
(e.g., Structure from motion, Vanishing Line Detection, Shape Matching, Wavelet
Decomposition, Color Histograms, Fractal analysis, ...) that can be used to tackle
these problems. There are some simpler cases like analyze the brightness level of a
video [108], simply extract the brightness (intensity of the luminance channel) per
frame and make the mean of all frames. If the distance and orientation between
photos is relevant, a similar approach to picture concatenation [40], measuring the
distance and orientation between photos and use maximum likelihood estimations to
gain the relative coordinates between di�erent photos, can be made.

Similarly sound analysis is also a fairly complex problem, which many MCS-applications
need to tackle. In almost all cases the first step towards sound analysis is by converting
the time domain signal to the frequency domain signal by using Fourier transform [148,
144, 50, 34]. Speech recognition [23] can be handled by the open source CMU Sphinx
recognizer and extracting audio as features mel-frequency cepstral coe�cients [23, 137]
for further processing are other ways to handle sound data. When trying to analyze
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the loudness level of a video [108] simply extracting the audio power (calculate using
the audio channel) per frame and calculate the mean of all frames is su�cient.

Most indoor localization techniques require the use of fingerprinting, sensing signals
of the local environment and using these to fill a map of the area with the recorded
signal in order to determine the current location of a user in the future. This is
mostly done by utilizing WiFi for WiFi-fingerprinting [101, 100] or magnetometer
for Magnetic-fingerprinting [146], these fingerprinting techniques can also be combined
for an increased accuracy. A good way to use WiFi-fingerprinting is recording a
vector of the five strongest Access Points (APs) of a location, retrieving the closest
matching entry chosen by euclidean distance and returning the weighted mean of the
top-k results [100]. Magnetic-fingerprinting works in a very similar way, the ambient
magnetic field is sensed and assigned to a location on a map. However, the recorded
magnetic fingerprint is just a 3D vector and while matching this vector to the map a
misalignment could very easily happen due to di�erent walking speeds. The Dynamic-
Time-Warping algorithm can be used to tackle this problem, furthermore due to the
nature of magnetic fingerprints the localization needs a temporal dimension [146] (i.e.,
the users need to walk a bit). This method of localization also provides a good way
to avoid and detect GPS-Spoofing, the act of altering your own GPS signal to fake
your location. QR code forgery detection [138] uses this by comparing the currently
detected fingerprints and comparing them to the centroid of previous fingerprints,
should they di�er too much GPS-Spoofing is suspected.

Generating maps, locating or tracking the user, and event detection is a goal of many
MCS-applications. Mapping the WiFi density to a map (detecting WiFi density [37],
map WiFi coverage of an indoor floor [100]) is extremely similar to the mapping
process of WiFi-fingerprinting and is sometimes [100] even combined. In order to
visualize such a coverage map the Inverse Distance Weight based spatial interpolation
can be used. Reconstructing a floor plan [40, 19, 146] is a very complex undertaking
and thus has many di�erent approaches. A common approach is by using user recorded
photos or videos and analyze these in order to gain information of the map layout [40,
19]. These information can then be used to connect the adjoining wall segments of
landmarks into continuous boundaries by using combinatorical optimization and use
probabilistic occupancy maps to obtain hallway connectivity, orientation and room
sizes. Another approach is stitching sensed fingerprints, mapped to a segment of a
map, together when parts of their segments overlaps [146]. These indoor floor plans
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can be used to help the user with navigation [146], this can be done by tracking
the users current location by any means (e.g., fingerprinting, PDR, ...) and using
that knowledge combined with the map to execute any pathfinding algorithms, like
Dijkstra’s algorithm.

Other interesting, but less often used evaluation methods include the need to deter-
mine the swiping angle on the phone and methods to estimate waiting time. The
swiping angle can be calculated by Equation 2.2. This calculation only works if the
phone is held parallel to the ground, which can be confirmed by using the accelerom-
eter and checking if the condition Equation 2.3 is satisfied. Waiting time can be
estimated by many di�erent approaches. One approach is to use regression to quan-
tify the releationship between wait time and the time of day and using this to calculate
a weighted euclidian distance and average the top-k closest results [13]. Another ap-
proach is recording waiting times at a specific time of day at a specific location. If
there is enough data at a location simply making the average yields a solid result.
But if the data is sparse at a location the knowledge from the other locations can be
used and the problem can be compared to a recommender system, thus context aware
collaborative filtering and factorization can be used to utilize contextual features to
improve the waiting time prediction [147].

3
(swiped angle on the touchscreen with respect to the phones x-axis)≠

(angle between phones y-axis and magnetic north)
4

mod 2fi

(2.2)

abs(mean(acck)) Æ 0.05g, std(acck) Æ 0.1g, k œ {x, y} (2.3)

2.2.7 Reporting Metric

The way the results of an MCS-application are reported is very dependent on the
to be reported subgoals of the application. Subgoals that cluster, classify or sim-
ply discern between two cases (extract features at a given location [49], intersection
classification [49], route matching [148], activity recognition [100, 148, 15], sound
recognition [148], photo grouping [45], photo tagging [45], detecting tra�c anoma-
lies [86], QR code forgery detection [138], detect point of interest [78], extracting
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information from picture [78] used to classify the image, infer relationship [28], es-
timate crowd density [132] which estimates by classification, geofencing [15]) can
evaluate their results by reporting their accuracy. The same principle can be applied
when reporting the correctness of predicted shapes (Reconstructing a floor plan [40,
19]). The accuracy can be reported as Precision [49, 148, 45, 100, 40, 19], Recall [86,
45, 40, 19, 138, 78] or F-Measure [45, 40, 19]. Precision depicts the number of cor-
rect class predictions that actually belong to the correct class and Recall depicts the
number of correct class predictions out of all positive outcomes, while the F-Measure
provides a statistical number that regards the Precision and the Recall. The accuracy
of swipe localization [84] was reported as reporting rate and detection rate according
to Equation 2.4.

reportingRate = (#reportedEvents/#trueEvents)
detectionRate = (#reportedTrueEvents/#trueEvents)

(2.4)

Sound recognition [148] can be further evaluated by reporting the distance to the
target while reporting the accuracy and the position of the phone (e.g., in hand or in
bag).

All estimation techniques, like localizations (PDR [101, 100], fingerprinting [146], lo-
cation matching [84]), extract information from video/photo (extracting information
from picture [40], picture concatenation [40]), or time estimations (arrival time predic-
tion [148], waiting time prediction [147, 13]), are best reported by the estimation error.
This is most often done by simply plotting the estimation error [101, 100, 40, 146, 84]
(in the respective unit, e.g., meter). For more specific evaluation the mean absolute
error [148, 13, 147], median absolute error [13], and the standard deviation [147] can
be used. The mean absolute error represents the sum of absolute errors divided by the
sample size and the median absolute error represents the median of all errors, while
the standard deviation indicates how accurately the mean represents sample data.

An indirect way to evaluate a systems component is by reporting the end results
with and without the usage of said component. This is often done for activity recogni-
tion [13]. In cases where statistical evaluation may be hard due to the lack of a ground
truth, e.g., generating a new map [131, 37, 100, 40, 19, 146] or service quality [146,
138, 108, 95], a manual comparison can also be made.
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2.3 Advanced Techniques for Data Management

In this section di�erent ways of managing crowdsensed data are explored. This section
names some more advanced techniques that can be applicable to MCS-applications.

The network requirements for real-time data management can increase quickly and
thus Sarkar et al. [109] propose an approach for this problem by assigning a device
to a variably designed cluster. Each device sends their data to a cluster head which
aggregates the data in order to reduce the transmission cost of the data to the server.

The di�erent sensors used for mobile crowdsensing can cause a significant imbalance in
the sensed data. Patel et al. [89] propose di�erent solutions for this problem. The first
way proposed to approach this problem is a "Data-Level Solution", balancing the data
to alter the original distribution of data to achieve better classification for imbalanced
datasets. The next approach is a so called "Algorithmic-Level Solution", altering
the used processing algorithms to achieve better results. Finally "Cost-Sensitive and
Ensemble Solutions" are explored, merges di�erent approaches in order to achieve
better accuracy and more reliable results. For each of the di�erent solution approaches
many di�erent algorithms are presented in [89].

In crowdsensing vast amounts of data can be gathered and thus a high data dimension-
ality with high computing complexity can be a problem for many MCS-applications.
A way to tackle this problem is by using dimension reduction techniques like Prin-
cipal Component Analysis (PCA) [55]. Less dimensions in the data lead to simpler
computations which makes PCA a good choice for data exploration and data pre-
processing before applying more complex statistical or machine learning tools [55].
Possible advantages of PCA include:

• Obtaining better insight into the data.

• Identifying potential issues with the data such as artifacts or outliers.

• Reduce the number of predictors of a linear regression model, therefore avoiding
the multicollinearity problem and reducing the risk of overfitting.

• Obtain higher accuracy and e�ciency for all the methods based on computing
distances between data points (e.g., K-nearest neighbors, K-means, Support
Vector Machine).
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• Enable the algorithm applied to the data to run faster, which provides additional
time for parameters optimization or model benchmarking.

• Less storage space requirement.

The quality of data can also be a problem in MCS-applications, as the data is almost
exclusively sensed in unsupervised environments. Therefore Kong et al. [58] provide
an in-depth look at many methods to improve the quality of data. These methods
include missing data reconstruction, fault data detection, data privacy preservation,
multidimensional data conversion, and e�cient task allocation.

Wireless Sensor networks are a vastly more explored topic than MCS and due to the
similarity in terms of data collection and evaluation most techniques for data man-
agement in wireless sensor networks work for MCS. Akyildiz et al. [5] provide a huge
in-depth analysis to wireless sensor networks and many transferable techniques includ-
ing error control in transmission [5, Chapter 6], data compression before transmission
and how to query sensors [5, Chapter 9], and time synchronization [5, Chapter 11] are
explained in great detail.
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When considering to employ an MCS-application many options need to be regarded.
This section gives an overview of the aspects to consider in the di�erent phases an
MCS-application can have. Getting the most out of your application is possible when
planning the app from scratch (called planning phase), but this also means that the
most aspects need to be considered. An already existing app can be modified to further
enhance the wanted outcome after the app was deployed (called runtime phase).
Many previously existing MCS-application have already collected vast amounts of data
and not completely explored the knowledge hidden in it, thus evaluating already sensed
data can also yield new insights (called post-runtime phase).

3.1 Planning Phase

When planning to develop an MCS-application from scratch a lot of things need to
be considered, including what goals the application should fulfill, the choice of the
processing device, and what methods should be taken to ensure the quality of the
data and the result.

Goals: The first thing to consider is what goals and subgoals the application should
fulfill and in what way these should be accomplished. Many goals need other goals or
subgoals in order to be achieved, these connections are described in the following and
can also be seen in Figure 3.1.

If the location of the user is needed for the application localization needs to be ex-
ecuted. This can be done in many di�erent ways, the standard approach in big and
open areas (e.g., a city) is location matching by using GPS and in some cases WiFi
or cell tower signals. If the application is supposed to work in an indoor environment
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GPS is very unreliable and fingerprinting and tracking methods are preferable. In
some cases the location of the user is not to be identified by coordinates but another
concept, e.g., is the user on a train. This can be a very application specific problem,
but the most commonly used techniques to solve this problem are activity recognition
(e.g., detect the movement patterns of the specific vehicle) and sound analysis (e.g.,
detect the sound of the IC card reader when boarding a bus [148]).

Street observation tries to determine di�erent states of the road and in order to do this
the current location of the participant is always relevant. Thus localization of some
kind is always required and depending on the specific subgoals (e.g., road surface
monitoring) activity recognition is often required to detect the specifically observed
road state.

Trying to measure air pollution with MCS is no easy task to fulfill by using smartphones
as mobile sensors. When using only smartphone intern sensors this goal is almost
always achieved by using image analysis to detect pollution in the air, but the standard
solution is to use an external sensor that connects to the smartphone via Bluetooth. In
this way even more fine-grained information regarding the air pollution, like what kind
of substance is polluting the air to what degree, can be collected. This measurement is
usually always coupled with the location of the sensed air pollution and thus localization
is required.

Map generation also always needs some form of localization to infer the coordinates
of the to be mapped objects or events. Typical application are WiFi/cellular coverage
maps of cities, maps containing information generated through street observation or
air pollution, or reconstructing a floor plan.

If the main purpose of the application is data collection the way to achieve this is com-
pletely dependent on the data the application wants to collect, theoretically recording
all sensor readings or conducting a questionnaire is enough to fulfill this goal.

Activity recognition, image analysis, and sound analysis are mostly used as utility func-
tions in order to aid another goal or subgoal of the application (see Section 2.2.6).

Processing Device: The second important consideration when designing an MCS-
application is the choice of the processing device, in other words whether the appli-
cation executes the calculations locally (i.e., on the smartphone) or on the server.
This decision can be made for the whole application as a whole, but in most cases
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Figure 3.1: Typical goals of MCS-applications and how they commonly relate to each
other. Squares represent goals, rounded squares represent subgoals, cir-
cles represent possibly needed sensors, diamonds represent decisions, and
dotted lines represent common but not necessary connections. (Note that
this picture only depicts common connections and not every possible con-
nection.)

it is more sensible to make this decision for each component of the app separately
as some components may have, for example, less security-relevant data or only some
components are required to provide their results in real-time. In the following the most
common deciding aspects for this decision are explained, which can also be seen in
Figure 3.2.

The first and arguably most important aspect to consider for this decision is whether
the observed component is supposed to work in (near) real-time or it has no time
constraints at all. In case the results of this component are not time sensitive this
aspect can be ignored. But if it tries to present the results in (near) real-time to the
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user the data either needs to be locally processed or a constant network connection is
required (i.e., no opportunistic uploading when connected to hotspots possible). Most
applications are not time sensitive or only have some time sensitive parts, meaning
only those parts of the application need to be especially considered when planning the
processing device.

The second aspect to consider is whether the components of the application can
even be feasibly executed locally. Components that only use the local data can be
executed locally without many problems but components requiring data from multiple
phones/users at once (e.g., clustering GPS locations of multiple users) would need to
download the rest of the data from the server while still uploading their own data for
the other users to use. In most cases there is not much reason to do this instead of
just uploading the own data to the server, letting the server make the calculations,
and just downloading the calculation results from the server. If this aspect was already
considered as not feasible the other decisions can be skipped for this component of
the application.

Another concern is the matter of data privacy, the more data of a user is upload to
the servers the more issues with data privacy can occur. Executing as many of the
calculations as possible locally helps to reduce the amount of data privacy issues.

Power and resource consumption are another aspect in terms of user-friendliness.
Users will not be content with the application if all the computational resources of
their phones are occupied by the application and the battery life of their phones is
noticeable shortened by using the application. In this aspect uploading to the server
as soon as possible would be preferable, as the expensive calculations can impact the
battery life noticeably [24].

Yet another aspect is the network requirements. Most users will not have an unlimited
amount of mobile network data and thus considerations need to be made. If the
data should possibly be uploaded anywhere and everywhere it would be preferable to
execute tasks that compress the data for further calculations locally (e.g., classification
tasks where multiple types of data are used as input and the outcome is just a class
label). Another possibility is to opportunistically upload the data when the user is
connected to a WiFi hotspot, this approach circumvents the problem of data usage
for the participant but does not allow for real-time results.

These aspects need to be considered for every component of the MCS-application
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in order to decide the processing device of the components. These decisions are
everything but trivial and it boils down to a case-to-case consideration what aspects
are prioritized over others.

Figure 3.2: Decision diagram for deciding the processing device of a component of
an MCS-application. Squares represent the considered concerns, rounded
squares represent the outcome of the previous decisions, and diamonds
represent decisions.

Quality Assurance: The ubiquitous deployment of mobile sensors for the use of
MCS means that the data is sensed in all sorts of unsupervised situations. This
provides MCS-applications with the possibility to accumulate huge amounts of data,
however due to the unsupervised characteristic of the data collection process the quality
of the collected data is everything but guaranteed. In order to improve or ensure the
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quality of the sensed data and results many precautions can be taken when developing
MCS-applications. The typical pipeline for MCS-applications considers these problems
by breaking them up in four major components, which can be seen in Figure 3.3. First,
the data needs to be sensed in the so called data acquisition stage. Second, the sensed
data is corrected or validated in the data processing stage, before missing or incorrect
data is estimated in the data imputation stage. And then finally the gathered data
from the di�erent sensors is united and used for data analysis.

The first typical steps to improve the quality of the data can be applied when sensing
the data in the data acquisition stage. Di�erent mobile phones have di�erent built-in
sensor-hardware and therefore the sensor readings can di�er from the expected values.
As such, some MCS-applications provide their participants with the phones used for
the sensing tasks, in order to avoid di�erent sensor-hardware and have coherent results.
This approach ensures the homogeneity of the sensed data, but reduces the potential
amount of collected data greatly and increases the required budget for the project.
Another possible way to improve the quality of the sensed data is by carefully selecting
the participants for the data sensing tasks. By only allowing trusted participants the
quality of the sensed data can be improved dramatically, but doing so greatly reduces
the potential amount of collected data. In some cases the sensing of data is only
desired if certain conditions are met. This condition is often the presence of the
participant on a specific type of transportation vehicle, e.g., train, and thus already
existing activity recognition methods are often a good way to validate the condition.

The ubiquitousness of MCS-applications in all possible situations means that the sensed
data is not always sensed correctly, under the correct conditions, or even sensed at
all. For this reason the data processing stage focuses on validating and correcting
the sensed data. For many MCS-applications the exact location of the participant is
extremely important and the most commonly used technique to detect this location
is location matching via GPS. The GPS readings can potentially be quite a way o�
of the correct location which can cause problems for some applications. However,
the severity of this problem can easily be lessened by recording the location errors as
validation for the data. Besides just tracking the error many already existing methods
can be applied to validate the correctness of the data such as support vector machines,
artificial neural networks, Bayes classifiers, and K-nearest neighbour.

The data imputation stage tries to estimate missing or invalid data in order to improve
the results of the application, however this approach can potentially lead to even worse
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results. This threat occurs most often when the amount of correct data is sparse, but
due to the nature of MCS the available data should be more than enough to promise
an improvement. Data imputation can be a very complex field, but luckily there
already exist many techniques exactly for this problem, including Imputation Tree, K-
nearest neighbour techniques and many variants (i.e., K-nearest neighbour imputation,
sequential K-nearest neighbour method-based imputation, and K-nearest neighbour
imputation method based on Mahalanobis distance), K-means-based imputation, fuzzy
C-means clustering imputation, singular value decomposition, back propagate-based
neural networks, random recursive partitioning, maximum likelihood, and Bayesian
estimation.

In the data analysis stage the sensed and corrected data is finally analyzed in the way
the application wants. The here used methods are highly dependant on the application
and stem most often from either machine learning, pattern recognition, or data mining.
Many commonly used techniques are described in Section 2.2.6. Another often used
method to improve the results of the application is by having multiple components
fulfill the same goal by di�erent subgoals, e.g., in order to minimize the localization
error multiple means of localization like location matching via GPS and fingerprinting
can be used in conjunction. This approach leads to better, more trustworthy results,
however this comes with the downside of more resource cost for the participant.

3.2 Runtime and Post-Runtime Phase

Runtime Phase: In many cases MCS-applications are already running and are sup-
posed to be expanded. When working with an application during its runtime mostly
the same aspects need to be considered as in the planning phase, but some options
are lost.

The first step when trying to work with an already running MCS-application should
be to explore the already collected data to get a better understanding of the already
collected data.

After getting to know the dataset the next consideration should be how the application
should be expanded, i.e., what new goals should be achieved and can these new goals
retrospectively be accomplished with the already sensed data. Figure 3.1 can be used
to help with this question, as the connection between the goals and what sensors
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Figure 3.3: Typical quality assurance methods. Dotted squares represent the pipeline
stages, squares represent the quality assurance methods, rounded squares
represent the pros (left) and cons (right) of those methods.

they use is always the same. If the new goals cannot be achieved with the currently
used sensors the application can be expanded to include more sensors in future sensing
instances. When additional components are added or existing components are changed
all the considerations for the processing device mentioned in Figure 3.2 need to be
kept in mind.

And just like in the planning phase, quality assurance is still an important aspect. The
pipeline ensuring the quality of data and the results is almost identical to the planning
phase, shown in Figure 3.3. The only two di�erences are in the data acquisition stage,
namely the participants can no longer be chosen and the phones can no longer be
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provided to ensure sensor equality, as the application is already distributed.

This shows that the steps that need to be taken to plan an MCS-application from
scratch and to expand an existing one are almost identical. A step by step list of what
to consider for expanding an application can be seen in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Possible considerations when expanding an MCS-application during the
runtime-phase. Squares represent the considerations and circles represent
the the steps taken for this consideration.

Post-Runtime Phase: During runtime MCS-applications can collect vast amounts
of data from multiple sensors. These amounts of data and their connection to each
other are so expansive that there is always more knowledge to be gained within the
collected data. For that reason many applications do not sense at all and only use
already collected data from other MCS-applications in order to analyze them even
further.

When developing such a post-runtime application the considerations are almost exactly
the same as for the runtime phase. The main di�erence is that there is no longer a
data acquisition stage, meaning that components can no longer be added or changed
to the mobile application, resulting in no new processing device considerations, the
new goals need to be achieved with the already gathered data, the sensing location can
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no longer be restricted to improve the quality of the sensed data, and error tracking
is no longer an option.

This chapter highlighted the most important aspects to consider when planning to
work with MCS-applications. The most established use cases for such applications
are covered and by following the mentioned steps the process of developing such an
application can be somewhat streamlined. When working with an already launched
or finished application it is especially important to extensively explore the already
gathered data and many of the previous aspects become irrelevant.
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In this Chapter the approach explained in Chapter 3 is demonstrated. To do so a
dataset of already gathered data is used and the application of the post-runtime

phase approach is illustrated. The used dataset is introduced and the implementation
of the approach is shown.

4.1 Dataset

The used data was gathered by the TrackYourStress (TYS) application [93, 94, 52],
a mHealth crowdsensing platform that is supposed to track the individual stress level
of users. This is tracked by sensing the environmental sound level and the GPS po-
sition, furthermore questionnaires about the current stress level and other possibly
related parameters are conducted. The progression of the TYS pipeline has two ma-
jor components [93] (see Figure 4.1), the registration procedure and the continuous
mobile crowdsensing procedure. The first component starts with a registration on
the TYS website [52] or mobile application [94]. After that the participants have to
fill in a registration questionnaire, before subscribing to the appropriate studies. The
continuous mobile crowdsensing procedure starts by choosing a notification schema,
which determines the frequency and types of the questionnaires. Then questionnaires
popup in the given time interval and while they are filled out the application senses
the environmental sound level and the GPS position. This component is looped for
as long as the participants wishes to continue in the study. For the original analysis
78 participants were included and these each have conducted 4.87 questionnaires on
average [93].
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Figure 4.1: TrackYourStress [93, 94, 52] progression pipeline.

4.2 Implementation

The implementation is made in the Jupyter Notebook [92] environment, a web-based
integrated development environment for python 3.9.13 [99] and o�ers a simple, stream-
lined, and document-centric experience.

The implementation follows the approach for the post-runtime phase as mentioned
in Section 3.2. Accordingly the data is first explored, then the to be achieved goals
are defined, and then the quality assurance pipeline is executed in order to achieve the
results (see Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2: Possible considerations when expanding an MCS-application during the
post-runtime phase. Squares represent the considerations and circles
represent the the steps taken for this consideration.
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Data Exploration: The data is received in the form of an Excel file, a screenshot
of this file can be seen in Figure 4.3. The data contained are id, user_id, question-
naire_id, sensordata, client, and collected_at. The id column contains the id of the
sensing run, multiple values can be sensed within a single sensing run. The user_id
denounces the user, while the questionnaire_id denounces the type of questionnaire it
describes. The sensed data can be found in the sensordata column and is in the form of
an array containing multiple JSON strings, the sensed data contains GPS and micro-
phone readings. Information about the used client can be found in a JSON string in
the client column. And finally collected_at denounces the moment the questionnaire
was finished.

Figure 4.3: Excerpt of the TYS data file.

To explore the data Python pandas version 1.5.0 [87] is used, as it has many ready-
made methods for data exploration. A quick analysis shows that there are 3070 sensing
runs, 150 unique users, and 4 di�erent values for the questionnare id. Of the sensing
runs, 2933 successfully gathered data and all 3070 collected information on the client
and the time of the questionnaire completion.

The contents of the client JSON string are explained in Listing 4.1 and further analysis
shows that about two thirds of all the collected data was sensed by iOS devices.

Listing 4.1: Structure of the client JSON string.
1 {
2 "device": "name of the device",
3 "name": " version number of TYS",
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4 "os": " operating system on the device"
5 }

The main content modules of sensordata are explained in Listing 4.2. The sensordata
column contains an array of multiple JSON strings and describes all data sensed
from a single sensing run. Each JSON array contains at most one GPS reading
JSON string, this reading is marked with "name" as "gps" and has a corresponding
"longitude" and "latitude" value. Furthermore it also contains an "altitude" value that
is sometimes also called "altidude", which is most likely just a typing mistake. Besides
the GPS reading, sensordata also contains any number of microphone readings,
which are marked with "name" as "microphone". Each of those JSON strings has
a measurement of the ambient noise as either "loudness" or "amplitude". All JSON
strings in sensordata also have an assigned "collected_at" value, marking the exact
time of this sensor reading. An analysis shows that within the 3070 sensing runs only
2511 GPS readings have been recorded, but a whole of 62023 microphone readings
from 2669 di�erent sensing runs has been sensed.

Listing 4.2: Structure of the sensordata Array of JSON strings.
1 [
2 {
3 "name" = "gps",
4 " longitude " = " longitude value",
5 " latitude " = " latitude value",
6 " altitude / altidude " = " altitude value",
7 " collected_at " = "time stamp of this sensor reading "
8 },
9 {

10 "name" = " microphone ",
11 " loudness / amplitude " = " ambient noise value",
12 " collected_at " = "time stamp of this sensor reading "
13 },
14 . . .

15 ]
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Goals: With the dataset explored it can now be considered what new goals should
be achieved by using the existing data and how these goals should be achieved.

By following Figure 3.1 from the sensors upwards, we can see that with the GPS read-
ing we can execute some form of localization, to be more specific location matching
and with the microphone data we can apply some form of sound analysis. Another
Possible goal that can be achieved with these inputs is map generation, the required
localization is given and the data we can map is the location of the microphone.
Another possible goal that can be achieved would be some kind of data analysis that
combines the location and noise level for which there are many possibilities. The form
of this analysis can be anything, e.g., find hotspots where the noise is notably higher
than in others (which could perfectly be matched with map generation) or determine
if there is a relation between the mean distance a person travels and the mean noise
di�erence that person experiences. This thought process according to Figure 3.1 is
visualized in Figure 4.4.

The goals chosen for this work were map generation in order to map the location of
the microphone readings and data analysis to answer the question "Do people that
travel a lot experience a bigger di�erence in the ambient noise level than people that
do not?" by determining if there is a relation between the mean distance travelled and
the mean noise di�erence per user.

Quality Assurance: The quality assurance is done according to the pipeline pre-
sented in Chapter 3, but with the according changes resulting from the post-runtime

phase. This adjusted pipeline is shown in Figure 4.5.

Starting with the data processing false data is identified and corrected. For this
the obvious "altidude" error is adjusted by utilizing methods from pandas [87] (see
Listing 4.3). The data contained in sensordata is loaded into a pandas DataFrame
called sensordataValues. All the data contained in "altidude" is copied into "altitude"
and afterwards every data contained in "altidude" is deleted from the DataFrame.
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Figure 4.4: The achievable goals according to Figure 3.1. The green squares and
rounded squares represent the achievable goals, the green circles show the
available sensor data, and the green lines represent the traceable connec-
tions. Data analysis was added as this is no typical main goal, but is
thinkable for this occasion.

Listing 4.3: Fixing of the "altidude" typo.
1 #Retrieve all occurrences of "altidude" and copy these

Òæ values from "altidude" into "altitude ".

2 sensordataValues .loc[ sensordataValues [" altidude "] >= 0,
Òæ " altitude "] = sensordataValues [" altidude "]

3

4 #Drop every occurrence of "altidude" from the DataFrame.

5 sensordataValues = sensordataValues .drop ([" altidude "],
Òæ axis = 1)
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Figure 4.5: The quality assurance pipeline according to Figure 3.3 adjusted to the
post-runtime phase.

The next data processing step taken is the merging of the di�erent ambient noise
measures. The "amplitude" value denounces the recorded ambient noise as a value
between 0 and 1, while "loudness" describes a value between 0 and 100. Both of these
sensor readings can be interpreted as the percentage of detected volume. To merge
those two, the amplitude value is multiplied by 100 and both values are copied to a
new column called "noiselevel" (see Listing 4.4).

Listing 4.4: Merging "amplitude" and "loudness".
1 #A new empty list is generated.

2 noiseList = []
3
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4 #Each sensor reading is looped and checked whether it

Òæ contains an "amplitude" value. If such a value is

Òæ detected it is multiplied by 100 and added to the

Òæ list. If no such value was detected the value

Òæ contained in "loudness" is added to the list.

5 for i in range ( sensordataValues .shape [0]):
6 if ( sensordataValues [" amplitude "][i] >= 0):
7 noiseList .append( sensordataValues [" amplitude "][i

Òæ ] * 100)
8 else:
9 noiseList .append( sensordataValues [" loudness "][i

Òæ ])
10

11 #The sensordataValues DataFrame is expanded by

Òæ "noiselevel" with the values previously contained

Òæ in the list.

12 sensordataValues [" noiselevel "] = noiseList

After that the data processing is done and because the amount of data available for
this experiment is quite sparse for an MCS-application it is decided against any data
imputation methods in order to avoid a distortion of the data.

At last in the data analysis stage the methods to analyze the data are executed. To
achieve the first goal of map generation a list of all sensing runs containing both, a
GPS and a microphone reading, is needed in order to display the locations where
an ambient noise reading was made on a map. This list is then used to filter the
sensordataValues DataFrame for these sensing runs and this is then further filtered
to only contain the GPS readings in the now called geo DataFrame. Afterwards this
DataFrame is converted to a GeoDataFrame that contains a GeometryArray created
from the "longitude" and "latitude" by using geopandas version 0.11.1 [43]. This
GeoDataFrame can now be plotted over a world map. The code for this process can
be seen in Listing 4.5.

Listing 4.5: Generating the map with the locations of the microphone readings.
1 #Get a list with all the sensing run id’s that contain

Òæ both , GPS and microphone readings.
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2 allSensesWithBoth = set( sensordataValues .loc[
Òæ sensordataValues ["name"] == "gps"]["id"]. unique ())
Òæ & set( sensordataValues .loc[ sensordataValues [
Òæ "name"] == " microphone "]["id"]. unique ())

3 #The sensordataValued DataFrame is filtered for sensing

Òæ runs contained in the new list.

4 combined = sensordataValues .loc[ sensordataValues ["id"].
Òæ isin( allSensesWithBoth )]

5 #Further filtered to only contain GPS readings.

6 geo = combined .loc[ combined ["name"] == "gps"]
7 geo = geo. reset_index (drop=True)
8

9 #The DataFrame is transformed into a GeoDataFrame with

Òæ GeometryArray created from longitude and latitude.

10 geoGDF = gpd. GeoDataFrame (geo , geometry =gpd.
Òæ points_from_xy (geo.longitude , geo. latitude ))

11

12 #The GeoDataFrame gets mapped over a world map

13 world = gpd. read_file (gpd. datasets . get_path (
Òæ ’naturalearth_lowres ’))

14 ax = world.plot(color=’white ’, edgecolor =’black ’)
15 geoGDF.plot(ax=ax , color=’red ’)
16

17 plt.show ()

The data analysis goal tries to find a relation between the mean distance travelled and
the mean noise di�erence per user. To achieve this a data structure containing all
the values per user is needed, therefore iterating over all users with the corresponding
executed sensing tasks. The DataFrame is then filtered by the "user_id" and by
iterating over all of its values a list with all the users GPS readings in the form of
latitude and longitude tuples or all the users microphone readings is retrieved. By
comparing all the values in this list with each other, a new list is generated containing
all the distances or noise di�erences. This new list is then used as the value for the
current user in a dictionary. The resulting dictionary is a key-value data structure
containing the users as keys and their distances or noise di�erences as values. The
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process of generating this dictionary can be seen in Listing 4.6.

Listing 4.6: Generation of the distances dictionary (The noise di�erence dictionary is
generated respectively).

1 #Iterate over all Users with the corresponding sensor

Òæ reading.

2 for i in userList :
3 #Filter the current user and create empty lists.

4 userData = location .loc[ location [" user_id "] == i]
5 userData = userData . reset_index (drop=True)
6 gpsOfUser = []
7 listOfDistancesPerUser = []
8

9 #Iterate over all readings from this user and fill

Òæ the list with latitude and longitude tuples.

10 for j in range ( userData .shape [0]):
11 gpsOfUser .append (( userData . latitude [j], userData

Òæ . longitude [j]))
12 #print(gpsOfUser)

13

14 #If this user has more than one reading , compare

Òæ each GPS location with each other , calculate

Òæ the distances of this user and add those to

Òæ the dictionary. Else add an empty list in the

Òæ dictionary.

15 if(len( gpsOfUser ) > 1):
16 for j in range (len( gpsOfUser )):
17 for k in range(j + 1, len( gpsOfUser )):
18 listOfDistancesPerUser .append(geopy.

Òæ distance . distance ( gpsOfUser [j],
Òæ gpsOfUser [k]).km)

19 userDistanceDict [i] = listOfDistancesPerUser
20 else:
21 userDistanceDict [i] = []

After that, the mean is calculated by simply iterating over these dictionaries and calcu-
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lating the mean of all the values for each specific key, this is again saved in a dictionary
called meanDistanceDict or meanNoiseDi�Dict. After filtering these dictionaries to
only contain the keys ("user_id") occurring in both dictionaries and converting all
values in a pandas Series, the data can now be analyzed. This final step before the
analysis is shown in Listing 4.7.

Listing 4.7: Calculating the mean and converting to pandas Series.
1 #Iterate over the dictionary in order to create a new

Òæ dictionary containing the mean of each user (only

Òæ do this if the value is not an empty list).

2 for key , value in userNoiseDict .items ():
3 if(len(value) > 0):
4 meanNoiseDiffDict [key] = np.mean(value)
5

6 #Filtering the dictionaries by intersecting keys.

7 keysInBothDicts = list(set( meanNoiseDiffDict .keys ()) &
Òæ set( meanDistanceDict .keys ()))

8 meanNoiseDiffDictInstersection = {}
9 meanDistanceInstersection = {}

10 for key in keysInBothDicts :
11 meanNoiseDiffDictInstersection [key] =

Òæ meanNoiseDiffDict [key]
12 meanDistanceInstersection [key] = meanDistanceDict [

Òæ key]
13

14 #Convert to pandas Series.

15 noiseSeries = pd.Series(list(
Òæ meanNoiseDiffDictInstersection .values ()))

16 distanceSeries = pd.Series(list(
Òæ meanDistanceInstersection .values ()))

Finally the data is analyzed (see Listing 4.8) in the form of the covariance, by using
a pandas method, and the di�erent types of correlation, by utilizing statistical func-
tions provided by the stats [112] module of scipy version 1.9.1 [110]. In the end the
correlation is plotted by using pyplot [98] from the matplotlib version 3.6.0 [73].
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Listing 4.8: Calculating the covariance and correlation. Plotting the correlation
1 #Calculate covariance.

2 meanDataFrame = pd.concat ([ noiseSeries , distanceSeries ],
Òæ axis = 1)

3 print( meanDataFrame .cov ())
4

5 #Calculate the three types of correlation with P-value.

6 print(scipy.stats. pearsonr (noiseSeries , distanceSeries ))
7 print(scipy.stats. spearmanr (noiseSeries , distanceSeries )

Òæ )
8 print(scipy.stats. kendalltau (noiseSeries , distanceSeries

Òæ ))
9

10 #Plot the correlation

11 plt.title(’Correlation ’)
12 plt. scatter (noiseSeries , distanceSeries )
13 plt.plot(np.unique( noiseSeries ), np.poly1d(np. polyfit (

Òæ noiseSeries , distanceSeries , 1)) (np.unique(
Òæ noiseSeries )), color=’red ’)

14 plt.xlabel(’mean noise diff ’)
15 plt.ylabel(’mean distance ’)
16 plt.show ()

Results: A quick analysis of the data shows that of the total 150 participants there
are 112 that executed both sensor readings at one point. Furthermore there are 2247
sensing runs that contained both, one GPS and at least one microphone reading.
The map generation result of mapping the location of these sensing runs on a world
map can be seen in Figure 4.6. It shows that the absolute majority of microphone
readings was done in Europe with some outliers in di�erent parts of the world.

A total of 73 participants made at least two GPS and microphone readings while
using the TYS application. This number is relevant because it is the minimum num-
ber required to calculate the mean of distances a user travelled and the mean noise
di�erences the user experienced. By trying to find a relation between those means
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Figure 4.6: Map generation showing the location of all sensed microphone readings.

the data analysis shows a variance in the mean noise di�erences of 27.05% and in
the mean of distances travelled of 66651.61 km and a covariance between these two
variables of 32.22%km. The positive covariance indicates that both variables move in
the same direction. However, the strength of this relation cannot be inferred from this
value. To get this strength, the di�erent correlation coe�cients and their P-values
are calculated. All correlation coe�cients are in a range between ≠1 and +1, with
the sign indicating the direction and the value indicating the strength of a relation.
The P-value indicates the probability of the results being a random outcome of this
dataset, i.e., a lower P-value denounces the trustworthiness of the results. Conven-
tionally, for P < 0.05 the correlation coe�cient is called statistically significant [29].
The resulting correlation is plotted in Figure 4.7. The Pearson correlation is highly
influenced by outliers and thus works best for normally distributed data [81]. For this
reason, the value of the Pearson correlation in this study is extremely low at 0.024
and the P-value is extremely high at 0.840. The Spearman correlation is appropriate
when the variables are skewed and thus robust for outliers [81]. This results in a better
correlation value of 0.209 and a P-value of 0.076. Finally, the Kendall rank correlation
describes not the relation between the values of the variables, but the rank of these
values [111]. This also leads to high robustness for outliers and results in a correlation
value of 0.155, but with the best P-value of 0.052. All these correlation values indicate
that there is a weak relation between the mean distance travelled and the mean noise
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di�erence experienced.

Figure 4.7: Plot showing the correlation between the mean distance travelled and the
mean noise di�erence experienced.

This chapter visualized the application of the approach suggested in Chapter 3. The
streamlined process made the strategy to develop this post-runtime phase MCS-
application simple and helped with the execution.
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MCS is an emerging topic that tries to improve the applicability and cost e�ciency
of conventional Wireless Sensor Networks by utilizing the sensors embedded in the
mobile phones of ordinary citizens. However, most ordinary citizens will not use an
application that notably drains their resources and network capacity and exposes their
personal data while not gaining any benefits from it. For this reason there are many
concerns when creating an MCS-application in order to minimize these problems for
the users.

The first focus of this work was an exhaustive literature research on the topic of
MCS-applications and compared 117 di�erent works in terms of di�erent key aspects.
The first aspect were the goals an application fulfills. Next the sensor utilization,
which sensors were utilized and in which way they were used, was examined. As the
third aspect, methods ensuring the quality of information were regarded. After that,
the time constraints of an application were investigated. The processing device, the
device executing the calculations for the application, was regarded as the next aspect.
After that, an investigation on the used evaluation methods was conducted. What
reporting metrics were used in what cases was regarded as the last aspects to compare
the works by. The knowledge gained through this research was used to create a
streamlined approach for developing MCS-applications. This approach focuses mainly
on what typical MCS goals are and how those goals are achieved, what processing
device the calculations should be executed on, and how to e�ciently develop the
application in order to ensure the quality of the sensed data and the results. The
e�ectiveness of this approach was then displayed by creating a new MCS-application
while following the steps mentioned in it. The application was developed in python
3.9.13 and utilizes data previously sensed by the TrackYourStress app and analyzes
the connection between GPS and microphone readings.

The procedure of designing and implementing this application went smoothly and thus
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shows the applicability of the approach. Further research on this topic can be executed
to expand this approach to other areas this work did not focus on. A few examples
of these areas would be the incentive mechanism, how are ordinary citizens persuaded
to participate in the application, or task allocation, how are sensing tasks e�ciently
allocated to the participants.
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Area Papers in that Area
Urban [131, 49, 86, 148, 147, 13, 45, 37, 27, 129, 7, 30, 8, 142, 117, 23,

22, 12, 116, 36, 75, 128, 102, 38, 130, 136, 133, 139, 33, 105,
149, 6, 18, 114, 64, 76, 20, 135, 121, 25, 122, 63, 150, 32, 35,
113, 17, 120, 61, 91, 14]

Indoor [101, 100, 40, 19, 146, 138, 90, 59, 70, 65, 103, 57, 60, 54, 119,
42]

Environment [108, 88, 78, 67, 140, 79, 115, 144, 141, 107, 83, 47, 11, 26, 77,
62, 97, 66, 134]

SSH [95, 48, 28, 84, 132, 15, 2, 68, 41, 82, 4, 44, 16, 145, 10, 21, 53,
137, 24, 80, 106, 9, 104, 31, 50, 143, 123, 34, 56, 3, 71]

Table A.1: This table shows the area of the application described in the papers for
the systematic research. Urban, Indoor, Environment, and SSH are
used as abbreviations for the areas Urban Sensing, Indoor Localization,
Environmental Monitoring, and Social, Security, and Healthcare.
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Urban Indoor Environment SSH

Navigation 4 (8%) 2 (13%) 0 (0%) 1 (3%)
Detect Nearby
BT Devices

0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (5%) 3 (10%)

Estimate
Crowd Den-
sity

2 (4%) 0 (0%) 1 (5%) 1 (3%)

Time Estima-
tion

6 (12%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Table A.2: This table shows other less often occurring goals of the papers by their
categorized area. Urban, Indoor, Environment, and SSH are used as
abbreviations for the areas Urban Sensing, Indoor Localization, En-

vironmental Monitoring, and Social, Security, and Healthcare. The
number in brackets denounces the percentage of papers in that area achiev-
ing this goal.
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[131] [49] [86] [148] [147] [13] [45] [37] [27] [129] [7] [30] [8] [142]
Localization X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Street Observation X X X X X X
Activity Recognition X X X
Image Analysis X
Map Generation X X
Sound Analysis X
Detect Air Pollution
Data Collection
Navigation
Detect Nearby BT Devices
Estimate Crowd Density
Time Estimation X X X
Location Matching X X X X X X X X X X X
Fingerprinting X X
Tracking
Event Detection X X
Real-Time X X X X
No Time Constraint X X X X X X X
Mixed X X X
Local Preprocess X X X X X X X X
Direct Upload X X X X X X

Table A.3: This table (Table A.3 - A.11) shows the goals, localization techniques, time constraint, and processing device of
each paper. (Part 1 of 9)
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[117] [23] [22] [12] [116] [36] [75] [128] [102] [38] [130] [136] [133]
Localization X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Street Observation X X X X X
Activity Recognition X X X
Image Analysis X X X
Map Generation X X X
Sound Analysis X
Detect Air Pollution
Data Collection
Navigation X X
Detect Nearby BT Devices
Estimate Crowd Density
Time Estimation X X
Location Matching X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Fingerprinting X X X X X
Tracking X
Event Detection X
Real-Time X
No Time Constraint X X X X X X X X
Mixed X X X X
Local Preprocess X X X X X X X
Direct Upload X X X X X X

Table A.4: This table (Table A.3 - A.11) shows the goals, localization techniques, time constraint, and processing device of
each paper. (Part 2 of 9)
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[139] [33] [105] [149] [6] [18] [114] [64] [76] [20] [135] [121] [25] [122]
Localization X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Street Observation X X X X X X X X
Activity Recognition X X X X X X
Image Analysis X X X
Map Generation X X X X X
Sound Analysis X X
Detect Air Pollution
Data Collection
Navigation X X
Detect Nearby BT Devices
Estimate Crowd Density X X
Time Estimation X
Location Matching X X X X X X X X X X X X
Fingerprinting X X X X
Tracking X
Event Detection X
Real-Time X X X
No Time Constraint X X X X X X
Mixed X X X X X
Local Preprocess X X X X X X X
Direct Upload X X X X X X X

Table A.5: This table (Table A.3 - A.11) shows the goals, localization techniques, time constraint, and processing device of
each paper. (Part 3 of 9)
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[63] [150] [32] [35] [113] [17] [120] [61] [91] [14] [101] [100] [40] [19]
Localization X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Street Observation X X X
Activity Recognition X X X X X X
Image Analysis X X X X
Map Generation X X X X X X X
Sound Analysis X
Detect Air Pollution X X
Data Collection X
Navigation
Detect Nearby BT Devices
Estimate Crowd Density
Time Estimation
Location Matching X X X X X X X X X X X
Fingerprinting X X X X
Tracking X X X X X X
Event Detection
Real-Time X X
No Time Constraint X X X X X X X
Mixed X X X X X
Local Preprocess X X X X X X X X
Direct Upload X X X X X X

Table A.6: This table (Table A.3 - A.11) shows the goals, localization techniques, time constraint, and processing device of
each paper. (Part 4 of 9)
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[146] [138] [90] [59] [70] [65] [103] [57] [60] [54] [119] [42] [108] [88]
Localization X X X X X X X X X X X X
Street Observation
Activity Recognition X X
Image Analysis X X
Map Generation X X X X X
Sound Analysis X
Detect Air Pollution
Data Collection X
Navigation X X
Detect Nearby BT Devices
Estimate Crowd Density
Time Estimation
Location Matching X X
Fingerprinting X X X X X X X X X X X
Tracking X X X X
Event Detection X
Real-Time X
No Time Constraint X X X X X X X X X
Mixed X X X X
Local Preprocess X X X X X X
Direct Upload X X X X X X X X

Table A.7: This table (Table A.3 - A.11) shows the goals, localization techniques, time constraint, and processing device of
each paper. (Part 5 of 9)
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[78] [67] [140] [79] [115] [144] [141] [107] [83] [47] [11] [26] [77] [62]
Localization X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Street Observation
Activity Recognition
Image Analysis X X X X
Map Generation X
Sound Analysis X
Detect Air Pollution X X X X
Data Collection X X
Navigation
Detect Nearby BT Devices X
Estimate Crowd Density X
Time Estimation
Location Matching X X X X X X X X X X X
Fingerprinting X
Tracking
Event Detection X X X X X
Real-Time X X X
No Time Constraint X X X X X X X X
Mixed X X X
Local Preprocess X X X X X X
Direct Upload X X X X X X X X

Table A.8: This table (Table A.3 - A.11) shows the goals, localization techniques, time constraint, and processing device of
each paper. (Part 6 of 9)
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[97] [66] [134] [95] [48] [28] [84] [132] [15] [2] [68] [41] [82] [4]
Localization X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Street Observation X
Activity Recognition X X X X
Image Analysis X X
Map Generation X X X
Sound Analysis X
Detect Air Pollution X X X
Data Collection X
Navigation
Detect Nearby BT Devices X
Estimate Crowd Density X
Time Estimation
Location Matching X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Fingerprinting X
Tracking
Event Detection X X
Real-Time X X X X X X
No Time Constraint X X X X X X
Mixed X X
Local Preprocess X X X X X X X X X
Direct Upload X X X X X

Table A.9: This table (Table A.3 - A.11) shows the goals, localization techniques, time constraint, and processing device of
each paper. (Part7 of 9)
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[44] [16] [145] [10] [21] [53] [137] [24] [80] [106] [9] [104] [31] [50]
Localization X X X X X X
Street Observation
Activity Recognition X
Image Analysis X X X
Map Generation
Sound Analysis X X
Detect Air Pollution
Data Collection X X X X X
Navigation
Detect Nearby BT Devices X X
Estimate Crowd Density
Time Estimation
Location Matching X X X X X
Fingerprinting X
Tracking
Event Detection X
Real-Time X X
No Time Constraint X X X X X X
Mixed X X X X X X
Local Preprocess X X X X
Direct Upload X X X X X X X X X X

Table A.10: This table (Table A.3 - A.11) shows the goals, localization techniques, time constraint, and processing device of
each paper. (Part 8 of 9)
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[143] [123] [34] [56] [3] [71]
Localization X X X X X X
Street Observation
Activity Recognition X X
Image Analysis
Map Generation
Sound Analysis X X
Detect Air Pollution
Data Collection X
Navigation X
Detect Nearby BT Devices
Estimate Crowd Density
Time Estimation
Location Matching X X X X X
Fingerprinting
Tracking
Event Detection X X X
Real-Time X X X
No Time Constraint X X X
Mixed
Local Preprocess X X X
Direct Upload X X X

Table A.11: This table (Table A.3 - A.11) shows the goals, localization techniques, time constraint, and processing device of
each paper. (Part 9 of 9)
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